Flemish School, c.1535
Portrait of a Lady
oil on panel, shaped top
48 x 40 cm (18⅞ x 15¾)
This finely painted portrait depicts a young lady within a trompe-l’oeil architectural setting. She wears an
understated costume, consisting of a large coif, shawl, chemise and fur-trimmed robe. In her hands she
holds a small pomander, which would have contained perfumed material, not only to help the owner
cope with bad smells, but which was also thought to act as a protection against pestilence. She sits
behind a ledge and underneath an archway, above which two putti hold a decorative grotesque. The
architectural setting is meticulously painted, complete with fictive chips in the stone ledge in the
foreground, and the background columns contribute an air of classical grandeur.
Infra-red images of this portrait reveal a contrast between the precision with which trompe-l’oeil setting
has been depicted, and the fluid brush work with which the sitter has been painted. The images also
show that the artist made several changes during the painting process, most significantly in relation to
the position of the sitter’s hands. Originally the woman’s right hand was much higher, whilst her left
remained low down on her stomach. It appears as if originally the sitter may have been cradling her
stomach in a manner which possibly suggests she was pregnant. If this was the case, the present
painting would have been a rare, although by no means unique, example of a woman being portrayed
as unambiguously pregnant in sixteenth-century painting.¹ It is impossible to know for certain if this was
the artist’s original intention, or the reasons behind the change of the hands’ position, but the finished

work depicts the sitter in a more traditional manner holding the pomander.
The portrait was probably originally one half of a diptych, most likely facing either a portrait of the sitter’s
husband or, less likely, a religious scene, such as a Virgin and Child or a Crucifixion.² Although the
other wing has yet to be identified, in religious diptychs the subject of the portrait half will generally show
some sign of their devotion; for example their hands are often clasped in prayer, or they might hold a
prayer book or rosary. However, the sitter in our work has no spiritual accoutrements, and instead
prominently displays a pomander decorated with pearls, a deliberate show of wealth. Indeed the
popularity of portrait diptychs ‘may be linked to an increasingly numerous and prosperous middle class
that appeared in the Netherlands in the fifteenth century.³ Unfortunately it is extremely common for the
two halves of a diptych to be separated but when they are reunited one can see how Flemish artists
used devices, such as fictive architecture, to ensure that the two halves would relate to each other.
The identity of the sitter in our painting is currently unknown. Her costume is very close to those worn in
two of Hans Holbein II’s portraits, in the Kunsthistoriches Museum in Vienna, and the Detroit Institute of
Arts (inv. no. 77.81). Although both of these portraits date from Holbein’s time in England, the costumes
worn are in fact more typically Flemish. The clothing worn in Flemish portraiture of this period tends to
be relatively restrained and understated which can often make identification of sitters extremely difficult.
As previously mentioned, it is clear that our sitter was a woman of some wealth. However, unless the
other half of the diptych resurfaces and provides further clues to her identity, she is likely to remain
anonymous.
The painter of this portrait remains elusive, although it is clear they drew on a number of influences from
across Europe. Such is its quality, that for a period it was believed by several scholars, including Max
Friedländer, to have been painted by Holbein.⁴ However, numerous features, both technical and stylistic,
when considered together, suggest that a Flemish painter is more likely. The oak panel and rounded
top are typical, although by no means exclusive, to Flemish painting of this period. Stylistically, the
painting draws on the influence of some of the leading Flemish painters of the period and it is worth
noting that it was once thought to be by Jan Gossart. Certainly the integral role played by the
architecture in this painting is typically Flemish, but in particular is reflective of Gossart’s influence.
Architectural features played ‘a primary role’ in Gossart’s art, with many of his paintings featuring
prominent antique forms and ornamentation, indications of power and authority.⁵ As the foremost
Netherlandish artist of the period his influence on the work of his contemporaries was considerable,
including the painter of our portrait. The architectural setting, tromp l’oeil frame, and use of animating
putti in our painting, are all part of this artistic tradition.
Due to its obvious quality, over the years this portrait has accumulated a notable provenance. 1st
Viscount Rothermere seems to have assembled much of his magnificent collection during the late
1920s and early 1930.⁶ In addition to the present work it included works by Guardi, Rubens and,
perhaps most notably, the Burrell Collection’s Rembrandt self-portrait.⁷ Before entering the Rothermere
collection, our portrait belonged to 3rd Marchioness Conyngham. It is unclear for how years it was part
of the Conyngham family collection, but it is worth noting that the 1st Marchioness Conyngham ‘was a
mistress of George IV, who presented her with many works of art’, which were then passed down
through the generations.⁸
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